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Abstract— Fog computing is a promising technique to reduce the latency and power consumption issues 

of the Internet of Thing (IoT) ecosystem by enabling storage and computational resource close to the end-

user devices with additional benefits such as improved execution time and processing. However, with an 

increase in IoT devices, the resource allocation and job scheduling become a complicated and cumbersome 

task due to limited and heterogeneous resources along with the locality restriction in such computing 

environment. Therefore, this paper proposes a Cache-based Approach (CBA) for efficient resource 

allocation in fog computing environment, while maintaining the quality of service. The proposed algorithm 

is realized using iFogSim simulator and a comprehensive comparison is presented with the traditional First 

Come First Served and Shortest Job First policies. The performance evaluation revealed that with the 

proposed scheme the execution time, latency, processing delays and power consumption decreased by 

38%, 11.1%, 6% and 17.8%, respectively as compared to the traditional schemes.  
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1. Introduction 

Internet of Things (IoT) envisioned to enable an ecosystem where physical things embedded with 
sensors and communication technologies can exchange data among each other and with the network to 
enables services such as smart homes, smart city, smart healthcare, connected vehicles, etc [1, 2]. The 
basic IoT architecture constitute of four components namely Things, Gateway, Communication Network 
and Cloud Platform [2]. Things are commonly referred as IoT end devices enabled with sensor or actuator 
for data collection. The collected data from these devices are then forwarded to Gateways, now a day, 
named as Fog Nodes. They act as an intermediate node between IoT devices and Cloud Platform providing 
the needed connectivity, scalability, security and manageability. However, communication network refers 
to both wired and wireless communication technology needed for the actual transfer of information among 
these components. Lastly, the Cloud Platform can be regarded as main data collection center constitute of 
large number of servers and storage capabilities that are linked together. The key functionality of Cloud 
Platform is to process large amount of data using cloud computing techniques and provide meaningful 
information that can be used to support IoT application and services.  

However, the rapid advancement in IoT ecosystem is expected to have billions of connected devices in 
future with more stringent application requirements in terms of latency, processing delay, power 
consumption and execution time, etc. To meet such requirements, new computing technologies such as 
edge or fog computing are introduced to partially or completely process the data at the device or gateway 
level [3].  Fog computing inherits the reduced functionalities of cloud computing techniques that can be 
executed on resource constraint devices such as gateways. Fog computing can be viewed as geographically 
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distributed computing paradigm, having heterogeneous devices at the edge of the network that are 
connected collaboratively to give elastic computation, communication, and storage services [4]. Fog 
computing not only reduce the execution time and latency by provide fast data processing but also reduce 
the burden on communication network and power required by devices for long communication. This will 
allow the communication networks to serve more devices as well.   

Despite having promising features, Fog computing still faces high latency issues, as reported in [5] due 
to the lack of efficient resource and job scheduling algorithm. There are several factors that makes a 
resource allocation in a Fog computing environment a challenging task, such as resource scarcity, 
heterogeneity, geographic restrictions, and varying resource demands [6]. The goals of scheduling and 
resource allocation is to increase the efficiency of the use of resources, satisfy the Quality of Service (QoS) 
requirements, meanwhile maximizing the profit of both fog nodes and user devices [7].        

Therefore, this paper presents a Cache Based Approach (CBA) for optimal resource and job scheduling 
in fog computing environment to achieve reduction in execution time, latency, internal processing delay 
and power consumption. Caching is one of the promising technology for speed up data retrieval time, 
reduces the number of path lengths, and improves system efficiency. Caching strategies exploit storage 
capacity to absorb traffic by replicating the most popular content closer to the node and enable low 
processing cost and remove a single point-of-failure [8-10]. Therefore, the integration of caching in fog 
computing will enable fog nodes to identify the demand of the user and pro-actively select the most suitable 
contents to cache in geo-distributed nodes and improve the resource utilization. The main contribution of 
this paper can be summarized as follows: 

• Firstly, the resource allocation in fog computing is modelled as delay minimization problem with 
constraints of available resources and number of jobs.  

• Secondly, a CBA based scheduling is proposed to address the formulated problem and to improve 
the efficiency of resource utilization while maintaining the QoS.  

• Thirdly, a comprehensive comparison of the proposed scheme with the state-of-art schemes such 
as First Come First Serve (FCFS) and Shortest Job First (SJF) is presented. Moreover, the 
corresponding performance evaluation in terms of execution time, latency, internal processing 
delay and power consumption are discussed in detail.  

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work on cache based 
approached for fog computing. Section 3 presents the fog computing architecture and its important 
components along with the interdependencies. The proposed scheduling methodology is presented in 
Section 4. Section 5 presents the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme and comprehensive 
comparison other traditional schemes in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 6.  

2. Related Work 

This section presents an overview of resource allocation schemes for resource constraints fog 
computing devices and highlight the limitation of the proposed schemes.  

In the literature, one of the promising solutions for resource allocation for fog computing is by mean of 
smart gateway [11]. The concept is to use a smart gateway between an end device and cloud, that is capable 
to pre-process data i.e., filtering, monitoring, management and resource allocation. Based on initial data 
processing, smart gateway can decide whether data need to be transmitted to cloud or the gateway itself 
can process the data.  However, the resource optimization at smart gateway is still a challenging task. In 
this regard, in [12], an author presents QoS based resource allocation using Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO). The proposed algorithm improves the performance in terms of resource utilization and reduce 
delay. Moreover, in [13], a bio-inspired algorithm based on Bees is proposed to optimize the task 
distribution among resource of end devices, fog nodes and cloud server. The aim of the proposed algorithm 
is to optimize CPU execution time and memory usage. Similarly, in [14], load balancing algorithm between 
end device, fog node, and cloud is presented. The proposed algorithm aims to optimize execution time, 
resource allocation and deadlines based on heuristic approach. A threshold to control the number of jobs 



 

 

request is set for the fog layer. Once the threshold expires, the corresponding tasks forwarded to cloud 
layer for execution.  

The architecture of fog computing to assist systems like 5G networks to attain high performance by 
ensuring optimal scheduling of job is presented in [15]. In this work, three policies are considered for job 
scheduling. In the first policy, fog node is randomly selected to execute the job from a uniform distribution 
called random policy. In second policy, fog nodes provide low latency which depends on systems current 
state and known as latency policy. The last policy is the capacity policy which selects fog node having 
most extreme number of outstanding resources among the candidate nodes. The simulation demonstrated 
that the least latency policy gives a superior outcome because of the accessibility of resources. The authors 
of the paper inferred that combination of the three policies together locate the most reasonable node for 
the job. Therefore, utilizing a solitary strategy may not the best answer for the entire system. In [16], 
authors present a load balancing mechanism in fog computing in which task distribution is depend on 
graph partition. In this mechanism, tasks are allocated to multiple or single nodes of virtual machines 
depending on the requirements of the task. By using non-directional graphs, physical nodes of the fog 
computing are represented in this work. These physical nodes came into a lot of virtual machine nodes as 
indicated by the accessible fog computing resources, where the virtual machine nodes give administrations 
to the users by means of graphics partition. To achieve this, the entire graph is used to create a minimum 
spanning tree; those edges are removed from the tree that did not offer abundant resources. The result of 
this graph shows the load balancing partition which is fingered by fog computing. Task runtime is achieved 
using this mechanism. However, the limitation of this technique is for dynamic load balancing is that high 
performance is not achieved due to the regular repartitioning expected to deal with fog changes. 
Furthermore, in [17], authors proposed mechanism for task scheduling and resource allocation that is based 
on container. The method is proposed to decrease the delay in execution of the task. In [18] authors 
proposed task scheduling algorithm in fog computing that is based on priority levels. The proposed 
algorithm consists of two steps. First step is assigning the task to nearest fog server. In second step all the 
requests are process in the three-priority queue within a fog server and reallocate the task to other fog 
servers if the selected fog server have insufficient resources. Finally, task is sent to cloud if fog layer 
doesn’t have any resources.  

Most of the above-mentioned studies focused to increase the performance by minimizing latency and 
execution time and ignored the resource re-allocation. This paper, combine the concept of smart gateway 
and caching to address the resource allocation problem for fog computing and presents CBA scheduling. 
The main idea of the proposed scheme is to incorporate cache module within smart gateway that stores the 
job and server information. The existence of the cache module will decrease the average waiting time of 
the jobs, which in return will have significant impact on the overall performance of the system. The 
presence of the smart gateway increases the performance, minimize latency and propagation delay. 
Moreover, the caches record will be used to reallocate the job to the cloud and fog nodes. The main 
objective is to assign the job to the most optimal resource that take minimum time and power to execute 
the job. This will improve the response time and reduce the cost in term of processing as well. 

To the best of author’s knowledge, the use of the Caching for job scheduling in fog computing is under 
studied. In [19], a community-based caching approach (CC) to solve cache pollution and cache monopoly 
problems in cloud computing based high performance web services. CC performance is compared with 
thirteen other policies that are managed by cache, and in results its concluded that CC is better than other 
policies by achieving the cache-hit rate between 0.7-55%. The motivation of this research work is due to 
the appearance of caching as a cloud service, which supports web services with increasing user demands 
on its backend database servers. Similarly, in [20], a Cost Aware Cache Replacement Policy (CACRP) for 
fog computing is proposed. The proposed aims to minimize the cache miss cost in a hybrid memory 
system.  

3. Fog Computing Architecture 

Fog computing architecture consists of Cloud layer, Fog layer and the Terminal layer as shown in Fig. 1. 

Cloud layer includes multiple data storing devices and high-performance servers, and issue different 

application services like smart transportation, smart home, smart factory, etc. Cloud layer has huge storage 



 

 

and powerful computing capabilities to support extensive computing analysis and permanent storage of a 

huge amount of data. However, unlike traditional cloud computing architecture, not all computing and 

storage tasks go through the cloud. Depending on the demand load, the central modules of the cloud are 

managed and planned efficiently some control strategies to improve the use of cloud resources [21]. 

 

 

Figure 1: Fog Computing Architecture  

Fog layer has numerous fog nodes, and each node includes a base station, routers, switches, gateway, 

access point, specific fog servers, etc. Fog node is a bridge between the cloud and end devices. Fog nodes 

can be static or mobile on a moving carrier. The end devices get services from fog nodes. Real time analysis 

and low latency can be achieved in fog layer. Also fog layer is connected by IP core network with cloud 

data center. Fog nodes are connected with cloud to get more storage and computing capabilities. The third 

layer is a terminal layer and is closer to the end user and the physical environment. It includes different 

IoT gadgets like smart vehicles, mobile phones, sensors, smart card and so on. These devices (sensors) are 

responsible for sensing the data of physical objects or events and transmit it to upper layer for processing 

and storage [21]. 

The end user can directly communicate with fog server using wireless connections that are 4G LTE 

devices, Wi-Fi, LPWAN technologies and Bluetooth, etc. Cloud and fog server communicate to each other 

through a wired and wireless connection to access more application tools and computing services or 

resources. Mostly data stored in fog node is on brief premise. The cloud is more suitable for long-term 

data storage because of the availability of more resources than fog nodes. When the data is sent to the 

cloud, it is then not required to store on fog nodes [22].  

The issue of latency between end user device and the cloud is addressed by fog computing architecture. 

Fog computing extends the cloud computing by moving the storage and computation resources at the edge 

of the network. Fog computing offers advantages like a fast response to delay-delicate applications, data 

aggregation for heterogeneous devices, gives data security and protection for sensitive data, avoids 

pointless communication by filtering the data before sending it to the cloud and provide context-aware and 

location-aware services. Along with these benefits, there are several challenges that still need to be 
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addressed. These challenges include fog-cloud collaboration, service scalability (horizontal and vertical), 

fog scalability, fog resource management and fog based dedicated applications [22].  

There are different performance metrics on which fog computing performance is measured. In [22], 

researchers evaluated fog computing performance against different metrics of performance such as 

processing costs, processing delay, and processing power to show the gain in performance. Quality of 

experience (QoE) is another performance metrics to evaluate the performance of scheduling algorithm for 

fog computing [14].  

This paper proposes an extension of the fog computing architecture by introducing smart gateway 

enabled with caching for efficient resource allocation and evaluate the performance in terms of execution 

time, processing delay, latency and power consumption. The detailed proposed architecture is presented 

in Fig. 2 along with the detailed methodology in Section 4.   

4. Proposed Methodology 

In this section, the system model for CBA based resource allocation for fog computing is presented as 

shown in Fig. 2. In fog computing, job scheduling problem focus at assigning sets of jobs to fog nodes 

located at the edge of the network in a way to minimize CPU execution time and latency. Table 2 shows 

the list of symbols and notations that are used throughout the paper.  

Table 2: List of  Notations 

T𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 List of job requested by all users 𝐿 Length of job/tuple 

Ti Job requested by single user 𝑅 Link bandwidth (bits/seconds) 

C𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 Communication Type Dc Cloud Data center 

F𝑙𝑠 Local storage of fog server I𝑝𝑡 Internal processing time 

Texec Execution time S𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 Service type requested by IoT 

T𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 Type of job Tarrival Task arrival 

T𝑐𝑡 Computational time Putility Power utility 

T𝑝𝑑 Propagation delay TTime Tuple time 

Fglist Lists of fog servers 𝑣𝑡,𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 Volume of data 

F𝑖 Single fog server 𝑑 Length of physical link 

Fbroker Broker 𝑠 Propagation speed 

Tpt Total number of tuples Ƹ End to end delay 

F𝑐 Fog Cache 𝑄𝑡 Queuing time 

F𝑖,𝑐 Computational time of selected fog server 𝑇𝑑 Transmission delay 

 



 

 

 Let T𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 denoted as a set of jobs requested by the IoT devices. The job 𝑇𝑖 ∈ T𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 is a job requested by 

the single user and have  parameters such  as job type (T𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒), computational time (T𝑐𝑡), and propagation 

delay (T𝑝𝑑). The type of the job can be small textual, bulk data, location-based, large multimedia and 

medical data. Depending on the T𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 the T𝑐𝑡 of the job is computed, which is the processing time of the  

 

job. The T𝑐𝑡 may vary based on the T𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 of the job. The T𝑝𝑑 is the transmission delay from source to 

destination. As the processing capabilities of the fog are limited, the T𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 identify if the job is executed 

on the fog node or on the cloud, represented as C𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 and F𝑙𝑠 respectively. If the job is large, then the job 

is executed on the cloud, otherwise it is executed on an optimal fog node. 

The services that are requested by the IoT devices, represented as S𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒  can be categorized as 

computational, storage, or a combination of both. Fog broker (Fbroker) serves an an entity that acts as a 

service provider between the IoT and the fog [23]. We modeled (Fbroker) as a global gateway that will 

optimally dispatch the requests between the fog and the cloud. It stores all information about fog servers 

and also has the information about the current job that is going to be executed. The Fglist represents the list 

of fog nodes and 𝐹𝑖 is an individual fog node, where 𝐹𝑖 ∈ Fg𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 and 𝑖 = {1, … , 𝑛} (𝑛 is the total number 

of nodes). We have adopted first in first out (FIFO) methodology to move the jobs from the queue to the 

cache (Fc). Once the job requests are in the queue, the information from the Fc is used to dispatch them to 

the respective fog nodes. A gueue is maintained to store the jobs, when number of jobs arrive 

simultaneously. Using FIFO for the jobs in queue, we select nearest fog server and cache the job type, fog 

server, arrival time, time to leave, and internal processing time. 

Once the jobs are dispatched and received at the broker, it performs an initial check to identify if the 

sleceted fog  server has the required power and resources to exeute the job. If the fog nodes has the 

resources, then its is executed on it. Otheriwise, a new node is selected. If no node is available, then the 

job is moved to the cloud. 

Figure 2: Cache Based Approach 
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The proposed algorithm implements the cache on the smart gateway. Smart gateway helps in connecting 

IoT devices to the network and efficient utilization of the cloud by setting up the time and type of data to 

be transferred over the network [24, 25]. The objective of the algorithm  is to perform different tasks like 

preprocessing, filtration of data and reconstruct it in more useful ways, moving data to cloud to provide 

QoS, keeping a check on delay, execution time, energy consumption. Overall the cache is used in algorithm 

to expediate the scheduling process and to optimally select the fog nodes. 

 

4.1.  Cache-based Job Scheduling Mechanism 

This section presents the proposed CBA scheduling that mainly focuses on designing a centralized 

mechanism for content delivery by introducing cache-based processing. The devised algorithm with all 

the functionalities is shown in Algorithm 1. Initially, when a user request for a T𝑖, the request will go to 

cache inside the smart gateway followed by the queue (line 1-6 in Algo 1) as shown in the flow diagram 

in Fig. 3. After receiving a job request, the proposed algorithm will execute in two steps as follow:  

4.1.1 Execution of Job on Fog Nodes 

When job request T𝑖 arrived at the queue, the algorithm first search for the Fog server F𝑖  from the list of 

available fog servers F𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 that matches with the requirements of the T𝑖. If it finds the optimal server for 

the job, it will assign the job to that F𝑖  from F𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 (line 7-14 in Algo 1). Next, the type of job and address 

of the F𝑖  to which the job is assigned is stored in the cache, to save time when a similar type of T𝑖 is 

requested again (line 17-41 in Algo 1). Once done, the algorithm takes the next T𝑖 from T𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡, which is first 

checked within F𝑐 whether this type of T𝑖  is executed or not. If yes, then it will send the request to the 

specified F𝑖. If the F𝑖  is already fully utilized, then it will make a new entry in F𝑐 and repeat the same 

procedure (line 42-50 in Algo 1). After the execution of job on fog servers the CBA will respond the type 

of the job and server address to cache to save time in future execution. 

4.1.2 Execution of Jobs on Cloud 

If a new job request arrive and all the F𝑖  are fully utilized, then this request is sent to the cloud data center 

D𝑐 for processing. Similarly, it also depends on the size of the job, the data or compute intensive jobs are 

sent to the cloud instead of serving at fog servers as D𝑐  have more processing and storage resources 

available (line 58-68 in Algo 1). After the processing of job CBA will respond backed to cache in order to 

update the cache information for the future use. The flow diagram of proposed approach is given in Fig 3. 

 
 



 

 

 

Figure 3: Flow Diagram of CBA Mechanism 

Algorithm 1: CBA scheduling algorithm 

Inputs are:  

Tlist, Fglist, Fc, 𝐶𝑡 =  {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒},𝑆𝑡 =  {𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3} 

1. for each: (Ti ∈ Tlist) do 

2. create TTimes class object 

3. Set job arrival time 

4. Add TTime to Tlist 

5. Checking server               

6. compatibility for a job 

7. if (𝑭𝒊𝑯𝒂𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓( )&& 𝑯𝒂𝒔𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒔 ( ))  

8. { 

9. then 

10. create TTime class object 

11. set job arrival time   

12. creating list of job arrival time 

13. Item is not served to cloud 

14. } end if 

15. end for 

16. end procedure 

17. Procedure FOGCACHE (Tpt, Fglist) 

18. if  Fc.DType == Fbroker.DType).count > 0)  

19. { 

20. Fbroker.fgi = ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟() && ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠  

21. Fc.Where(x => x.DType == 
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22. FBroker.Ti.DType).OrderBy(x=> x.Ipt).OrderBy(x=>x.Li.Pt).get(); 

23. } 

24. Else 

25. { 

26. Fbroker.Fi=    Fbroker.ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟() && ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 

27. } 

28. if (Fbroker.Fi is Not null) 

29. {create FTimes as fogTime 

30. set job arrival time  

31. FName = Fgi 

32. TName = Ti 

33. List of jobs having same sources &  

34. destination 

35. Ti.IsServed = true; 

36. Ti.IsServerFound = true; 

37. Setting endtime in milliseconds 

38. create TTime class object => TTime 

39. set departure time 

40. } Name = Ti 

41. end if 

42. if  (FogSimulator.IsCreateCache) then 

43. {      Add elements in list of Fc 

44. Set DType = Ti.DType  

45. FogServer = Fbroker.Fgi.ID 

46. Ipt = Ti.Ipt  

47. TupleGuid = Ti.ID  

48. li = Li 

49. } 

50. end if 

51. %Setting Fog consumption time 

52. Set FTime.Consumption =  

PUtility.Consumption(FBroker.Fi, (ttimems -(InitTimems)), 

ttimems, Ti) 

53. FTime.FreeTime = TTime. Ti Departure 

54. Fbroker.Fgi.ReleasePower(Fbroker.Fi, Ti)        

55. Else 

56. {         Log (‘missed by fog’); 

57. } 

58. if    Ct == 1) then 

59. if (ServedByCloud (tuple, false, Si, Dc)) then 

60. { 

61. Set Ti.IsReversed = true 



 

 

62. Ti.IsCloudServed = true 

63. Ti.IsServedByFC_Cloud = true 

64. }  

65. end if 

66. else 

67. {      Set Ti.IsCloudServed = false 

68. Ti.IsReversed = true 

} 

end if 

    Tuple = Ti 

end FOGCACHE FUNCTION 
 

 

 

5. Performance Evaluation 

The proposed scheme is  evaluated in a C# based Fog computing simulation environment. The simulation 
setup provides the necessary networking infrastructure, IoT and Fog nodes, and cloud data centers. The 
simulation platform is motivated by CloudSim [27]and iFogSim [28] simulators. It provides all the primary 
and advanced features to simulate IoT-based Fog computing environment. We have considered the different 
types of jobs generated from dumb objects [29], nodes, sensors, mobile and actuators [30] of having 
datatype small textual, bulk, location-based, large multimedia and medical data. In the experiments, we 
have considered 30,000 jobs (more details about the jobs can be obtained from [31]). There are nine 
heterogeneous fog servers that serve all the jobs. Fog servers and IoT devices are geographically distributed. 
IoT devices and fog servers are randomly deployed. The distance between fog servers is in Kilometers. 
Each IoT device is associated with its nearest fog server which is further linked with the cloud datacenters 
that contain the machines with high computational capacity and power. The proposed policy is compared 
with the FCFS and SJF scheduling policies. We used the following metrics to evaluate the  performance of 
our proposed approach. 

• Propagation delay/Latency  

• Execution time  

• Processing delay 

• Power consumption  

Based on the above metrics, the results of the CBA are compared with FCFS and SJF algorithms. In this 
section, we evaluated our Cache-based technique against FCFS and SJF algorithm to show the effectiveness 
of CBA for job scheduling in fog computing.The execution of T𝑖 on F𝑖  depends on the T𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒, T𝑐𝑡, and T𝑝𝑑. 

So, the execution time, denoted by T𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐, is calculated for fog servers as: 

    𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐  =  𝑇𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒  +  𝑇𝑐𝑡 +  𝑇𝑝𝑑                  (1) 

Eq. (1) mentioned here is commonly used in the literature such as  [32, 33]. The computational time 

of job T𝑖 in fog server, represented as F𝑖,𝑐 is calculated as: 

                  𝐹𝑖,𝑐 =
𝑣𝑡,𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

∑ 𝑟𝑡,𝑠
𝑗𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝=1

,                 (2) 



 

 

where 𝑟𝑡,𝑠
𝑗

 represents resources that are allocated by fog node for T𝑖 during the period 𝑝, where 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the 

maximum time that a job can maintain, and 𝑣𝑡,𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎  represents the volume of data that need to be processed. 

Furthermore, the end-to-end delay is given as: 

                    Ƹ = 𝑄𝑡 + 𝑇𝑑 + 𝑇𝑝𝑑                                  (3) 

where Ƹ represents end-to-end delay, which is computed as summation of Queuing time (𝑄𝑡) i.e. time 

taken by job to wait in the queue until it can be executed, transmission delay (𝑇𝑑), and propagational delay 

(𝑇𝑝𝑑). The T𝑝𝑑 can be  calculated in the similar manner as [34]: 

   T𝑝𝑑  =  
𝑑

𝑠
     (4) 

where d is the length of physical link and s is the propagation speed in the medium. Transmission delay 

can be defined as  how long it takes to get all the packets into the wire in the first place. Transmission 

delay is calculated as follow: 

   𝑇𝑑 =
𝐿

𝑅
    (5) 

Where, 𝐿  is the length of the job/tuple and 𝑅  is the link bandwidth in bits per second.Execution time 

means the time required to complete simulation, which means the scheduling of all the jobs. Three different 

algorithms are run on the same data set and on the same machine to evaluate the results. In Fig. 4, it is 

shown that our proposed model takes less time in simulation in comparison to two other state-of-the-art 

algorithms. Cache takes 4482.928 seconds to complete the simulation as compared with FCFS and SJF 

which took 6843.772 seconds and 7280 seconds, respectively. In Fig. 4, the reason for less execution time 

is that cache information is being used to assign the job to fog server. Jobs do not have to wait for long in 

the queue if all servers are busy then it starts sending jobs to the cloud for execution. 

 

Figure 4: Execution Time 
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Propagation delay is the time taken by a job from the source to reach the destination. We calculated the 

average propagation delay of cache along with FCFS and SJF algorithm as shown in Fig. 5. Time taken 

by job request is calculated to reach from source to the destination server. Average propagation delay taken 

by our proposed model is less than the other two algorithms as shown in Fig. 5. The average propagation 

delay took by each job to reach to fog server while using cache approach is 380.853 milliseconds. FCFS 

takes 428.594 and SJF takes 381.503 milliseconds, respectively. In fact, the affective distribution of jobs 

to the available resources results in better bandwidth utilization that ultimately  

Figure 5: Propagation Delay 

reduces the congestion on the network and results in lower propagation delay. Similarly, the purpose of 

our proposed algorithm is to utilize the fog resources as maximum as possible that also has an impact on 

the propagation delay – the jobs sent to cloud results in higher delays.  

In our evaluation test, the delay is measured in milliseconds, and it is the time taken by a processing 

element to execute the job. Fig. 6 presents the average internal processing delay of the servers. The cache 

takes less time when compared with FCFS and SJF. Cache takes 92.567 ms whereas FCFS takes 112.648 

and SJF takes 157.106 ms respectively. 
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Figure 6: Total Average Internal Processing Delay 



 

 

The amount of processing performed by the servers is directly proportional to the power consumed by the 

servers. In Fig. 7, we have depicted the power consumption of fog servers in Watts (W). The x-axis 

presents the servers ID and y-axis exhibits their corresponding power consumption. Fig. 7 shows the trend 

of power consumed in the fog resources. The power consumption has higher values throughout the time 

because of its two types – static and dynamic power consumption. Static power consumption refers to the 

power required for the working of electronic peripherals of fog servers when it is turned on and there is no 

load on it. Afterward, the power consumption is proportional to its utilization – called dynamic power 

consumption. The utilization of the fog servers depends on the millions of instructions per second (MIPS) 

required by the jobs at fog server for its computation and also the frequency of jobs has an impact on the 

utilization of fog resources. Here, we refer the fog servers to fog resources. The utilization of the fog 

servers depends on the scheduling policy. Fig. 7 shows that fog servers are utilized arbitrarily. It can be 

seen that some servers have more consumption that represents that they capture more traffic than the 

others. When fog resources are saturated, the incoming requests are forwarded to the cloud. Similarly, it 

also depends on the job size, the big jobs are sent to the cloud instead of serving at fog servers.  

 

Figure 7: Server Power Consumption 
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seventeen seconds 8 jobs are executed. Each tuple has an associated CPU and network cost to process it 

[32]. 

Fig. 9 shows the average end to end delay experienced by tuple to execute on fog and cloud using the CBA 

mechanism. It can be noticed that the average end-to-end tuple delay falls below as data is processed near 

to source and cache information is used due to which tuple does not have to wait for long in the queue. 

The reasons for peak values in the graph is due to the execution of jobs on the cloud and, the distance 

between the job source and the fog server. In Fig. 10 the time taken by each tuple to travel from sender to 

destination is depicted.  

 

 

Figure 9: End to End Delay of Tuples 

 

Figure 10: Network Propagation Time 
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Based on the above results the overall performance increased. One disadvantage of this method is that 

initially, server utilization is maximum which can be a future work to minimize it. The overall performance 

increased, latency and propagation delay decreased, and QoS achieved. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

Since the inception of IoT, Edge and Fog computing paradigm, have undergone an enormous evolution in 

a way that they can be used. More and more new applications, such as face recognition, augmented reality, 

online interactive gaming, and natural language processing are emerging and attracting the researcher to 

explore methods to enable computing near device level. However, such applications are generally data 

intensive or compute intensive, which demands high resource and energy consumption. Therefore, enable 

sophisticated computing algorithms at fog or edge node which are resource constraint devices is a 

challenging task. In this paper, the job scheduling problem in the fog computing environment for the 

efficient execution of tasks requested by end user devices is explored. The proposed algorithm integrate 

cache in the smart gateway and proposed a scheduling scheme that decrease the execution time, 

propagation delay and internal processing time of the jobs being requested. To handle job scheduling the 

proposed algorithm uses FCFS policy for a queue. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compare 

with the traditional FCFS and SJF policies, and the results showed that our approach is more optimized 

and yield reduction of execution time, latency, processing delays and power consumption by 38%, 11.1%, 

6% and 17.8%, respectively as compared to the FCFS and SJF policies. In the future, the aim is to extend 

the proposed algorithm to minimize the server execution as it is very high at the start of the algorithm and 

to explore SJF policy in a CBA based resource allocation scheme for fog computing. 
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